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We present a study of complex visualization usage by expert meteorological forecasters.
We performed a protocol analysis and examined the types of visualizations they examined. We present evidence for how experts are able to make use of complex visualizations.
Our "ndings suggest that users of complex visualizations create qualitative mental models
from which they can then generate quantitative information. In order to build their
qualitative mental models, forecasters integrated information across multiple visualizations and extracted primarily qualitative information from visualizations in a goaldirected manner. We discuss both theoretical and practical implications of this study.
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1. Introduction
Everywhere you look, newspapers and banners declare this the &&Information Age.''
Scientists, engineers and weather forecasters (just to name a few) examine extremely large
amounts of data on a daily basis. The visualizations that they examine have so much
data that it is obvious that they cannot understand all the data all the time. How do
experts deal with this large amount of information? This paper presents a study showing
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how expert weather forecasters extract information from complex visualizations,
integrate that information into a qualitative mental model, and then use that information
to make a (mostly) quantitative forecast.
How do people comprehend and use complex visualizations? Very little theoretical or
empirical work has been done on complex visualization comprehension, but there is
a sizable research body on graph comprehension. Bertin (1983) presented a task analysis
of how graphs are comprehended. A great deal of the past research on graph comprehension, however, has focused on the encoding and perception of the graph. Cleveland and
McGill, for example, have examined the psychophysical aspects of graphical perception
(Cleveland & McGill, 1984, 1986). Similarly, Pinker's theory of graph comprehension,
while quite broad, focuses on the encoding and understanding of graphs (Lewandowsky
& Spence, 1990; Pinker, 1990). Kosslyn's work emphasizes the cognitive processes that
make a graph more or less di$cult to read, while focusing on the encoding and
perception of graphs (Kosslyn, 1989).
Unfortunately, the generalizability of past research on graph comprehension to more
complex visualizations is unclear. Most of the past research has focused on arti"cial
situations and arti"cial domains where the only usable information available to participants is the graph itself. For example, a traditional task given to participants in graph
comprehension experiments is to read information directly o! of a graph of a made-up
company or product (Carter, 1947; Sparrow, 1989; Pinker, 1990; Lohse, 1993). In
contrast, real-world users of complex visualizations not only have a great deal of domain
knowledge but have to decide how and what information to visualize, what information
to extract and what to do with that knowledge. Users of complex visualizations also have
particular reasons for extracting information. They use that information for deducing,
generalizing, extrapolating and predicting (to name just a few goals).
Additionally, most studies have focused on data spaces that are purposely limited to
2 or 3 variables (Simkin & Hastie, 1987; Casali & Gaylin, 1988; Sparrow, 1989).
Experimenters limit their data spaces to 2 or 3 variables to retain experimental
control. This experimental control is not only necessary for performing good science,
but it is critical to understanding how encoding and perception of graphs occurs. If
complex graphs and visualizations were used, the standard participants in experiments
(undergraduates), would probably be very confused. In contrast, many scienti"c and
engineering disciplines use complex data spaces that have many variables over a wide
range of scales and across time. For example, it is not uncommon for a typical
meteorological forecasting chart (shown in Figure 1) to contain "ve or more variables.
Figure 1, for example, represents at least six variables: (1) The latitude/longitude, (2) the
geographical region (southern California), (3) wind speed, (4) wind direction, (5) temperature and (6) barometric pressure. If this information is examined across time or multiple
altitudes are examined (as happened in this study), the number of variable greatly
increases.
To study how complex visualizations are comprehended and used, we believe that it is
necessary to study use of complex visualizations &&in the wild'' (e.g. Hutchins, 1995)
or &&in vivo'' (e.g. Dunbar, 1995, 1996; Trickett, Trafton & Schunn, 2000; Trickett, Fu,
Schunn & Trafton, 2000) in addition to studying situations where there is a great
deal of laboratory control (e.g. Lohse, 1993; Shah & Carpenter, 1995; Carpenter & Shah,
1998).
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FIGURE 1. A sample screenshot of a typical visualization that forecasters used. This visualization was made
using a COAMPS model run and shows wind speed and direction, temperature and pressure at the surface. The
original picture is in color.

We propose that users of complex visualizations use heuristics to help them deal with
the large amount of data they have access to. We believe that three of these heuristics are
(1) attending to information in a goal-driven manner; (2) integrating information across
visualizations and (3) building a qualitative mental model from which they can abstract
quantitative information.
Weather forecasting is an appropriate domain in which to study these phenomena for
several reasons. First, weather forecasting is extremely complex and the visualizations
that forecasters use often have at least "ve di!erent variables in addition to spatial and
temporal information. However, forecasters are among the best decision makers, making
accurate forecasts a majority of the time (e.g. it rains 70% of the times that they forecast
a 70% chance of rain; Murphy & Winkler, 1992). There are computational weather
models that make forecasts, but their interpretation requires a great deal of training,
knowledge and information. In addition, the weather models need to be updated with
current data frequently and re-run. Weather models rarely use data that is as up to date
as forecasters would like.

2. Method
The experiment was an exploratory investigation with some of the characteristics of
a "eld study. We were unable to control the actual weather and the occasional computer
problems such as World Wide Web (WWW) sites being down, computer crashes and the
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like. These are realistic problems normally encountered by METOC (METeorological
and OCeanographic) forecasters.

2.1. TASK

The task assigned to the forecasters was to prepare a written information brief for an
airplane #own from an aircraft carrier at a given o!shore location 12 h in the future.
They were given #ight path, altitudes, destinations, alternate airports and expected times
of arrival. The destination was Whidbey Island, Washington, DC. The brief was to cover
the entire round trip with primary emphasis over the destination. The intended audience
was the #ight coordinator and the pilots, several hours before takeo!. The forecasters
were requested to provide speci"c data for departure, enroute, destination, tanker
refueling (if applicable), recovery and alternate air"eld. Forecasters also provided astronomical data for solar and lunar conditions. Thus, the forecasters were told to determine
detailed qualitative and quantitative information on what the weather would be 12 h in
the future and to write that information in a standard brie"ng package. This type of task
is routine for Navy and Marine forecasters; they were not being asked to do anything out
of the ordinary, and all forecasters felt comfortable with their task. It should also be
noted that not every forecaster "lled in every piece of information (due to time constraints). Table 1 shows the information requested as well as a sample of the kind of
information that was written down on the brief.

2.2. PARTICIPANTS

The participant sample was representative of the range of expertise and training within
the population. Participants were selected on the basis of scheduling availability. Two
individuals participated in each session. All forecasters were Naval or Marine Corps
forecasters and forecasters-in-training. All had completed at least the "rst-level weather
school. They ranged in forecasting experience from 1 to 16 years with the more
experienced individual in each session serving as lead forecaster and the less experienced
serving as technician. All forecasters had signi"cant operational experience. Table
2 shows the quali"cations of the forecasters and technicians who participated in this
study. Because of the forecasters' training and experience, we categorized them as experts
(Hayes, 1985; Ericsson, Krampe & Tesch-Roemer, 1993). In addition, two senior
METOC O$cers played the role of the regional center and of an intelligence o$cer. The
regional center is typically sta!ed with experienced forecasters; it is their job to help out
the local forecasters on the ship and provide advanced and/or specialized visualizations.
In this case, the center was available to provide this help to the forecasters in the
study. The intelligence o$cer provided detailed information about other military-related
questions.
Both the forecaster and the technician provided talk-aloud protocols (Ericsson & Simon, 1993). Participants were asked to talk aloud as they were working through their
forecasting task. If they needed to speak to someone else (usually their partner), they
stopped the talk-aloud protocol; when they went back to working on their own, they
continued their verbal protocol. Three pairs of forecasters performed the forecasting and
brie"ng tasks.
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TABLE 1
A partial description of weather information that participants were asked to provide for
a brief to pilots. ¹his information comes from several di+erent briefs
Area
Destination
weather

Information to "ll in
Weather synopsis
Wind direction and speed
(altitude to source)
Temperature max/min
Cloud bases/heights/amounts

Example
Mostly clear
080: 24 010 050: 28 005 (etc.)
Max: 173/Min: 113
0

Sunrise
Sunset
Sun angle
Azimuth
Moonrise
Moonset
Illumination

0544
2055
!203
3403
2112
0556
99%

Departure
weather

Skies
Source wind
Visibility
Turbulence
Icing
weather warnings/advisory

Mostly cloudy; bases 010}020
290/04 KTS
Unrestricted/07
NIL
NIL
MWA27C
300/07 KTS
250/26 KTS

Enroute
weather

Flight level 050
Flight level 100
Flight level 150
Flight level 200
Flight level 250
Flight level 300
Turbulence
Icing

Tanker weather

Synopsis

Bases: BKN010 Tops: 025

Recovery
weather

Skies
Winds
Visibility

BKN-OVC010/015 CASE III
32 005 KTS
5

Alternate air"eld
weather

Synopsis

Mostly clear

Water
survivability

With survival suit
Without survival suit

5.3 h
1.3 h

General

Remarks

Astronomical
data

240/30 KTS
260/19 KTS
Lgt sfc-140
NIL
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TABLE 2
Forecaster and technician quali,cations
Session

Job

Years METOC experience

No. of briefs/years

1
1

Forecaster
Technician

9
3

100
50

2
2

Forecaster
Technician

11
5

180
180

3
3

Forecaster
Technician

16
1

600
200

FIGURE 2. A simple schematic of how the room where data were collected was arranged. Both the forecaster's
and the technician's monitors could display all visualizations.
, video camera; , computer terminal;
, SME with notepad.

2.3. SETTING AND APPARATUS

The experimental sessions took place in a large room with tables across from each other.
On one side of the room two Windowns-NT workstations were arranged side by side.
The forecaster and technician worked on these two computers. In addition, there was one
subject matter expert (SME) standing behind the forecaster and one SME standing
behind the technician. The two SMEs took notes about what they thought the pair was
doing. On the opposite side of the room were three workstations which were used as the
regional center. One of the senior METOC o$cers was in charge of the regional center.
One of the center's computers was connected to the forecaster's workstation by the
secure military link called SIPERNET. The other workstations were (1) an unclassi"ed
workstation to draw information from the unclassi"ed Internet and (2) a workstation
with the meso-scale forecasting tool, TAMS/RT loaded on it. TAMS/RT is described in
more detail below. All communications between the simulated shipboard and the
simulated Regional Center were carried out over a chat tool familiar to all, called IRC
Chat. Figure 2 shows a simple schematic of this layout.
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2.4. FORECASTING BACKGROUND

There were two primary programs that forecasters used: Joint METOC Viewer (JMV)
and various satellite images viewed over the World Wide Web. JMV allows weather
model data to be visualized in a variety of ways. There are several types of weather
model data. The two weather models that were used most often by the forecasters
in this study were COAMPS and NOGAPS. COAMPS and NOGAPS describe and
predict di!erent atmospheric features in terms of their scales. NOGAPS resolves
large-scale weather features (e.g. cold fronts and warm fronts), while COAMPS can
resolve "ne scale (or meso-scale) weather features (e.g. thunderstorms). Earth terrain,
of course, a!ects the weather signi"cantly. Local terrain features can in#uence the
meso-scale weather features, and large mountain ranges can modify the large-scale
weather events. It typically takes hours to run each of these weather models, so no
model is perfectly up to date, since it will be based on data that is several hours
old (at least).
After the type of weather model data has been downloaded, JMV provides a graphical
user interface (GUI) to inspect, examine and animate the data. A user may select up to
"ve variables at a time (wind speed and direction, pressure or temperature at various
heights, etc.) and view those variables over a particular geographical area. It is also
possible to extract exact information on those variables at a particular latitude and
longitude by moving the mouse over a location and reading o! text information that
appears over the visualization. JMV also allows users to cycle through time to see how
di!erent variables change over time. Figure 1 shows a screen snapshot of a typical JMV
visualization. Figures 3 and 4 show two kinds of visualizations that forecasters examined
to compare the di!erences between winds at di!erent heights.
Satellite pictures are available in three di!erent kinds: visual (essentially a big camera
looking down on the earth), Infrared radiation (IR) and 6.75 lm channel (the amount of
water vapor in the atmosphere). It should be emphasized that JMV provides weather
model data from which predictions of the future weather are to be made. However, JMV
is only as good as the inputs and the weather model being run. Sometimes, of course, the
weather models can be dramatically wrong. Satellite images show &&truth'' as it was some
time in the recent past, but there is no capability for prediction in satellite visualizations.
In addition to JMV and various satellite pictures, a number of special-purpose tools
were available to the forecasters.
E

EOTDA, winEOTDA and TAWS, used to determine the Electro-Optical ranges for
a variety of sensors.
E AREPS, an electro-magnetic (EM) e!ects decision aid.
E Solar/Lunar Almanac Program (SLAP) for sunrise, sunset and illumination calculations.
E TAMS/RT, the on-scene meso-scale numerical weather prediction system. It is capable
of resolving meso-scale features and to be run locally at a very "ne resolution.
Video recorders were positioned to capture the forecaster's and the technician's
computer screens. A third video recorder captured interactions between the two
forecasters.
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FIGURE 3. A sample screenshot of a typical visualization that forecasters used. This visualization was made
using a COAMPS model run and shows wind speed and direction and relative humidity at 850 mb. The
original picture is in color.

2.5. PROCEDURE

Each trial was run with slightly di!erent task parameters. The task di!ered slightly
because the daily weather conditions at the destination location di!ered because real
weather data and weather changes were used (i.e. a forecast was made using current
weather, not a simulation or past data).
Each session began with a description of the task by the Intelligence O$cer, giving
destination, times and other information as needed. This information was also recorded
on a whiteboard that was visible to both the forecaster and the technician for reference
when needed. Forecasters created briefs using either PowerPoint or simply wrote down
the information on paper.
The forecaster served as leader during the session, requesting information from the
technician as needed. As the technicians di!ered widely in experience, the forecasters
sometimes gave detailed instructions on where to "nd speci"c information, which tools
to use and how to use the tools. In other groups, the forecaster and technician worked
relatively independently. This type of interaction was in keeping with the way that
METOC o$cers operate ship-board.
For example, all forecasters would ask their technician to perform simple tasks like
"nding a good satellite image that showed the Whidbey Island area. The technician
would work on that task for a while, and then after a good satellite image had been
found, the forecaster would look over the technician's shoulder and discuss di!erent
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FIGURE 4. A sample screenshot of a typical visualization that forecasters used. This visualization was made
using a COAMPS model run and shows wind speed and direction and relative humidity at 925 mb. The
original picture is in color.

features of the image or forecasting task. The communicative aspects of this task are
discussed more fully in a separate report (McFarlane & Trafton, in preparation).
Forecasters were given 2 h to complete their forecast and brief. Everyone completed
the task within the time allotted. When time allowed, the forecaster gave his brief at the
end of the session. All sessions were concluded with a debrief during which the experimenters had an opportunity to ask questions and the participants had an opportunity to
give feedback to the experimenters.
2.6. COGNITIVE TASK ANALYSIS

A cognitive task analysis (CTA) was performed. The overall importance of the structure
of the task is re#ected in later analyses: all later analyses will be structured around
the CTA.
For the sake of brevity, only a high-level description will be provided.
Forecasters went through four stages to complete their task: (1) initialize their understanding of the large scale (global, whole US, etc.) weather; (2) build a qualitative mental
model (QMM) of the weather; (3) verify and adjust their QMM and (d) write the brief.
A brief description of this process follows.
2.6.1. Initialization of large-scale weather picture. First, the forecaster looks at the largescale weather to see if there are any fronts, anomalies, etc. that they should be
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particularly aware of. This allows the forecaster to place the details in context and
observe any fronts or other features that may impact their forecast. For example,
a forecaster at this stage may say something like &&I'm going to look at global satellite
pictures.''
2.6.2. Building the QMM of the weather. Second, the forecaster generates a qualitative
mental model of the weather status and trends in the area. He does this by examining the
main aspects of the weather in the speci"c area he wants to forecast at a rather detailed
level. For example, the forecaster will tend to look at pressure changes and wind changes
in the destination area with respect to time and height. This is the most di$cult and
time-consuming aspect of the entire forecasting process. When this stage is "nished, the
forecaster will have a qualitative mental model (QMM) of the main features of the
weather around the area of interest. Most of their knowledge will be qualitative (though
they will have looked at a lot of quantitative information), and they will be able to
generate quantitative information from their QMM. This type of QMM has been
discussed by other researchers in the domain of meteorology (Ho!man, 1991; Pliske,
Crandall & Klein, in press) and in other domains studied by cognitive scientists (Gentner
& Stevens, 1983; Johnson-Laird, 1983; Taylor & Tversky, 1992).
For example, a forecaster attempting to build a QMM of the weather around the
destination may say &&I'm going to interpolate between these reports...there may be an
upper level low in this area'' or the forecaster may look at wind direction and speeds
across an area and say &&There could be some mixing in this area.''
2.6.3. Verify and adjust QMM. Third, they will verify and adjust their qualitative mental
model. They will do this by comparing their QMM to other weather information (i.e.
another source). The other source could be another forecaster, a di!erent satellite image
(at comparable times), or another model forecast. They may need to make adjustments to
their QMM at this stage if need be. This stage is necessary because, as mentioned before,
the numerical weather prediction models are not perfect and are always at least several
hours out of date.
For example, a forecaster attempting to verify and adjust his QMM may look at
a satellite image (&&truth'' sometime in the recent past) and say &&The low on the satellite
image and the low on the JMV image don't quite match up, so I'm going to have to
[mentally] adjust the wind speed...''. By doing this, the forecaster is explicitly comparing
the weather model results to the current status and adjusting his QMM.
2.6.4. Brief writing. Finally, they will "ll out the brief and make the o$cial forecast. The
majority (over 85%) of the information the forecasters were requested to "ll out was
quantitative (or numerical, see Table 1). The speci"c forecast information may come from
their QMM (i.e. their own mental extrapolation) and/or tools they have at hand (i.e.
various visualizations like JMV).
This cognitive task analysis was presented as if forecasters went through each stage in
order, but there is some iteration between the steps, particularly when building the
QMM and verifying and adjusting it with another source.
There was extensive evidence for these di!erent stages in the data and general
agreement by the project's SMEs and other forecasters, but this report will not discuss
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these details, instead focusing on how information is extracted and used in this complex
domain.
2.7. CODING SCHEME

The protocol and visualizations of the forecaster and the technician (when the forecaster
looked over the shoulder of the technician for one of the stages above) were coded using
the MacSHAPA software package (Sanderson Scott, Johnston, Mainzer, Watanabe
& James, 1994). MacSHAPA is a protocol analysis tool that allows the coder to associate
categories, notes and timestamps with events on tape.
The notes that the two SMEs took were used to facilitate coding and category
membership.
The "rst thing that was done was to categorize the protocol (both visualization and
protocol) depending on what cognitive task analysis stage the forecaster was at. All
following coding was therefore associated with a particular stage.
2.7.1. Visualization coding. Multiple data sources were used by the forecasters. JMV
visualizations and satellite images were the most commonly used, but Skew-T's (temperature pro"les at a particular geographic location up through the atmosphere), Horizontal Weather Descriptions (general weather information) as well as several other visualizations were examined. Each time the forecaster examined a visualization (whether on his
computer screen or the technician's), it was recorded and identi"ed which visualization it
was (JMV, IR satellite image, etc.). Each visualization was also categorized as either
a picture (actual data like a satellite image) or a chart (which displayed representations of
data like a JMV image that used weather model data) or a graph (like a bar graph of
a temperature pro"le). Forecasters also used paper forecasts called Terminal Aerodrome
Forecasts (TAFs). These were classi"ed as text.
2.7.2. Usage coding. We also categorized every utterance that participants made in
terms of how they used the visualizations. Several categories were used: a goal was coded
when the forecaster described a plan for the future. An extract was coded any time the
forecaster extracted some information from a visualization or made an inference based
on that visualization. A brief-writing code was given any time the forecaster wrote down
something for the brief. Table 3 shows samples of these categories.
Many of the goals seemed to be organized in an opportunistic manner by the
forecaster, based on either memory or the display (i.e. Altmann & Trafton, 1999a, 1999b,
under review). The goals were not further coded, but were referenced by subsequent
events (see below for examples).
Data that were coded as Extract were further coded as either Quantitative or Qualitative, whether there was a goal to extract that information or if the data were opportunistically noticed and whether the extracted information was being integrated with another
visualization or if there was no integration. Table 4 shows examples of how this coding
scheme was implemented.
Data that were coded as Brief-Writing were further categorized as either Quantitative
or Qualitative and whether the information came from the user's mental model (QMM)
or if it came from a visualization or from notes they made while looking at a
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TABLE 3
Sample coding scheme of the ME¹OC protocol
Category

Example

Goal

I need to look at surface pressure and winds at the 500 millibar height

Extract

There's an area of low pressure o! of northern California

Brief-writing

Flight level winds over destination at 050 are 30010

TABLE 4
Example of how the Extract category was coded
Example

Visualization(s)

Type of data

Goal

Integrated

The low is at latitude 33.5 N.
and longitude 120 W.

JMV

Quantitative

Goal

No integration

The low is right on the money JMV and satellite
on JMV compared to the
satellite image

Qualitative

Goal

Integrated
(visualization)

I can assume the JMV model JMV and satellite
run is handling the system well

Qualitative

Goal

Integrated
(visualization)

It [JMV] shows a bit more
funneling there (compared to
his expectations)

JMV

Qualitative

Noticed

Integrated
(QMM)

Temperature here is 173

JMV

Quantitative

Goal

No integration

Skew-T

Quantitative

Goal

No integration

The numbers are not here so
I am going to have to interpolate mentally at 153

visualization. We were able to determine where information came from by examining
where the forecaster was looking just before the information was written down and by
their protocol. If the forecaster was looking at a visualization and extracting relevant
information, that Brief-Writing code was categorized as coming from a visualization. If
the forecaster was not looking at a visualization or if the contents of the computer screen
was not relevant to the Brief-Writing task (i.e. the computer screen showed a blank IRC
chat screen), the information was coded as coming from the forecaster's QMM. In
addition, the notes that the SMEs took were used to facilitate this coding (i.e. sometimes
the SME's notes said something like &&the wind speed the forecaster wrote down came
out of the forecaster's head''). Table 5 shows examples of the Brief-Writing coding
scheme.
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TABLE 5
Example of the Brief-=riting coding scheme
Example

Type of data

Source

Wind speed is 20 knots

Quantitative

Visualization (JMV)

Skies are mostly cloudy

Qualitative

Visualization (satellite)

In route weather, 30 000 foot level,
winds will be about 25 (knots)

Quantitative

QMM

The di!erence between the extraction coding during the Brief stage of the CTA and the
Brief-Writing coding was that the extraction coding during the Brief stage contained
extraction events (using JMV, etc.), while the Brief-Writing coding contained information they wrote down as part of their brief.

3. Results and Discussion
How are complex visualizations used, given the large amount of data they contain? How
do experts keep track of all the information, and how is that information attended to?
This results section attempts to answer these questions.
3.1. OVERVIEW

The three forecasters extracted information from various visualization sources an average
of 40 times and worked on the brief (Brief-Writing) an average of 30 times. The forecasters
looked at an average of 58 di!erent data sources. These numbers are probably an
underestimate of the amount of information extracted because of the frequent conversations with the technician (extractions were not coded when the forecaster was tutoring or
helping the technician). All further analyses will use the combined data set.
3.2. CODING THE STAGES OF THE CTA

Each Extraction and Brief-Writing code from above was categorized as one of the four
stages of the cognitive task analysis presented above. For the most part, the forecasters
followed the description above: they initialized their knowledge of global weather, built
their Qualitative Mental Model, veri"ed and adjusted their QMM and wrote the brief.
There was, of course, some iteration between building and verifying/adjusting the QMM,
but it was a straightforward task to put each extraction event into one of the task
analysis stages.
Interestingly, there were no explicit extraction events during the initialization stage,
though there was evidence that forecasters were in an Initialization stage by making
comments like &&I'm just going to look at a couple of satellite pictures "rst to get a sense of
what's happening globally.'' After the satellite picture was examined, however, no explicit
information was extracted. These initialization episodes were quite short (no more than
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4 min). In a focus group (unreported in this study), expert forecasters reported that they
carry a general mental model of weather conditions with them at all times. Expert
forecasters have an excellent knowledge of the physical attributes of &&normal'' weather.
For example, the physical attributes of a cold front include pressure and temperature
changes, wind shift, cloud distribution and precipitation. In order to make a prediction,
however, forecasters have to gather &&current'' information by examining di!erent visualizations and considering the impact of the Earth's terrain. Access to the latest satellite
pictures thus updates the general mental model and initializes the focus on a speci"c time
and place.
Not surprisingly, the majority of the information extraction occurred while the
forecaster was building his qualitative mental model, s(3)"70.9, p(0.001, Bonferroni
adjusted s's signi"cant at p(0.05. Table 6 shows the emphasis on the QMM.
Was there any relation between the type of visualization used and the stage of the
CTA? To investigate this question, we coded the types of visualization that the forecaster
examined. Recall that pictures were depictions of actual data (e.g. a satellite image),
charts displayed representations of data (like a JMV image), graphs were more traditional displays (like a bar graph) and the text category contained textual forecasts
(TAFs).
As expected, the expert forecasters did use di!erent types of visualizations depending
on the stage they were in (see Figure 5). Speci"cially, forecasters seemed to use primarily
chart visualizations (e.g. JMV) while building their QMM, s(3)"94.9, p(0.001,
Bonferroni adjusted s's signi"cant at p(0.05 and primarily pictures (e.g. satellite
images) while verifying and adjusting their QMM, s(3)"18.0, p(0.001, Bonferroni
adjusted s's signi"cant at p(0.05. Interestingly, forecasters seemed to draw from all
visualization types during the Brief-Writing stage, s(3)"5.2, p"0.16. This analysis
lends further support to the di!erent stages in the CTA and shows the forecasters'
sensitivity to using di!erent visualizations to the type of task they were engaged in, at
least while building and verifying/adjusting their QMM.

3.3. QUALITATIVE MENTAL MODEL

How and when did the qualitative mental model get built? And to what extent was
it qualitative? Recall that we categorized each extraction event as quantitative or
TABLE 6
Cognitive task analysis breakdown
CTA stage

No. of extraction events

Initialization

0

QMM

63

Verify and adjust

26

Brief-writing

25
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FIGURE 5. The relation between the stage of the CTA and the type of visualization used by the forecasters: 䊏,
chart; , graph; , picture; , text.

FIGURE 6. Type of information extracted by the forecasters: 䊏, qualitative;

, quantitative.

qualitative. As Figure 6 shows, qualitative information is the most common type of
information extracted at every stage except for the Brief stage, s(5)"24.4, p(0.001,
Bonferroni adjusted s's signi"cant at p(0.05. This "nding is somewhat surprising,
since the forecasters' main task was to create a mostly quantitative brief (see Table 1).
How forecasters were able to turn their QMM into a numerical brief is discussed below.
Note that this "gure (and the next two "gures) shows the amount and type of information extracted during the Brief stage (i.e. they looked at a JMV visualization to extract
a speci"c number), not information that was written down for the Brief-Writing stage.
This analysis also suggests that the qualitative mental model is aptly named. The
forecasters did extract quantitative information, but they extracted far more qualitative
information. The idea of a qualitative mental model is in keeping with other research
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FIGURE 7. How information was attended to by the forecasters: 䊏, goal;

, noticed.

implying that mental models are at a &&lower resolution'' than reality (e.g. Chambers
& Reisberg, 1985; Tabachneck-Schijf, Leonardo & Simon, 1997). It should be noted that
the tools themselves did not prevent forecasters from extracting quantitative information; the primary tool that forecasters used (JMV) provided quantitative information as
part of the graphical user interface.

3.4. DIRECTED EXTRACTION

Given the large amount of information that each of these complex visualizations
displayed, how did forecasters extract information? One possibility is that when presented with complex visualizations, users would not only inspect the visualization
hoping to see something they found interesting but also directly search for speci"c
information they wanted to extract. As Figure 7 shows, forecasters were very goaldirected while they were building their QMM, s(1)"19.4, p(0.001. They did sometimes notice features of interest (like more funneling in one visualization than they had
seen in a previous visualization), but the strong emphasis was to have a particular goal in
mind as they extracted information (cf., Trickett et al., 2000).

3.5. INTEGRATION OF VISUALIZATIONS

The forecasters looked at a very large number of di!erent visualizations. How did the
forecasters keep track of the large amount of information from the visualizations? We
propose that they built a consistent qualitative mental model by integrating information
from multiple visualizations.
Overall, there was a majority of simply extracting information without reference to
another visualization (57% vs. 43%). However, as Figure 8 shows, this e!ect is driven
entirely by the lack of integration during the Brief stage. Interestingly, when forecasters
were building their QMM, there was a great deal of integration with another visualization (56%). Likewise, during the Veri"cation and Adjustment stage, forecasters spent
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FIGURE 8. The types of integration performed by the forecasters: 䊏, visualization integration;
integration.

, no

a large amount of e!ort comparing di!erent visualizations. In contrast, there was very
little integration during the Brief stage. Figure 8 shows this interaction between integration and stage of the cognitive task analysis.

3.6. USING THE QMM

Forecasters have spent a great deal of time and e!ort building up a detailed
qualitative mental model of the weather. They are primarily goal-directed when extracting information, they integrate information across multiple visualizations, and they
extract qualitative information from the complex visualizations. How, then, is this QMM
used, particularly when the brief they are writing requires a majority of quantitative
information? To answer this question, the knowledge source was coded when the
forecasters were "lling out their briefs.
As Figure 9 shows, a great deal of information was generated from the forecaster's
qualitative mental model as he "lled out his brief. What's more, the majority of the
information that comes from the QMM is quantitative (73% vs. 27%, s (1)"7.8,
p(0.01), suggesting that even though forecasters extract primarily qualitative information from the di!erent visualizations, they are able to generate quantitative information
from their own mental representation. In support of this idea, in post-study interviews,
forecasters said that they thought of their QMM (though they did not refer to it as such,
of course) as visual or pictorial, but they could extract quantitative information from it if
needed.
To show the interaction between extraction and use of information more clearly,
a graph of the type of information extracted during the QMM stage and the type of
information that was generated from the QMM and written down for the brief is shown
in Figure 10. As the left half of Figure 10 shows, while building the QMM, forecasters
extracted primarily qualitative information. This information was used to help them
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FIGURE 9. The sources that were used by forecasters to write their brief. 䊏, qualitative;

, quantitative.

FIGURE 10. The left bars shows the number and type of extractions while building the QMM. The right bars
show the type number and type of items generated from the QMM during the Brief-Writing stage.
䊏, qualitative; , quantitative.

construct their QMM. Later, when they actually put their QMM to use by writing down
information (Brief-Writing), the majority of information they wrote down was quantitative as the right half of Figure 10 shows. Thus, forecasters extracted qualitative information and constructed their QMM. They then generated numbers for the brief using their
QMM.

4. General discussion
How did forecasters deal with the large amount of data they had at their disposal to
predict the weather? This study suggests that they used several strategies and heuristics
to simplify their job. First, they did not attempt to extract every piece of information
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from the visualization. Instead, they extracted primarily qualitative information in
a goal-directed manner. They also integrated information across visualizations by
comparing and contrasting di!erent sources of information. These two heuristics*(1)
look at data in a goal-directed way and (2) integrate information from other sources*helped the forecasters keep track of the data and build a qualitative mental model
(QMM).
This study suggests that experts look at complex visualizations to extract primarily
qualitative information. This qualitative information is then used to build a qualitative
mental model. The QMM can then be used to generate both numbers (as it was in this
study), qualitative information, and what}if scenarios. Thus, forecasters are able to turn
complex visualizations on the screen into numbers by their use of a QMM.
A simple example may help show this more clearly. One forecaster used a COAMPS
run on JMV to look at several wind speeds across several di!erent altitudes. While
looking at the visualizations (which contained 4}5 di!erent variables), he extracted
rather general qualitative information like &&There is a lot of mixing at the 50 mb level''
and &&The low winds are coming up quickly at the destination.'' This forecaster never
extracted speci"c quantitative information about the wind speed that he would need
later for his brief. During the Brief-Writing stage, he did not go back to a visualization
but instead said &&The winds over the destination at 100 mb will be about 30 knots.'' This
example shows a path of how one forecaster turned a complex visualization into a "nal
number; the evidence presented in this paper suggests that the forecasters used a QMM
to accomplish this task.
The QMM itself can be used to extract both qualitative and quantitative information.
This is one of the primary purposes of the QMM because forecasters need to be able to
manipulate and discuss with others both qualitative and quantitative information about
their forecast. Forecasters spent a great deal of time creating a qualitative mental model
and then used that qualitative information to generate quantitative predictions. Why did
they do it this way, relying on their own cognitions instead of relying on the more precise
and potentially more accurate computerized weather models? We believe that forecasters
relied on their own QMM because the large amount of quantitative information was
simply too much to remember. It is easier to construct and use a QMM to create
quantitative information than to remember the multitudes of numbers that are derived
from the weather models. In essence, the mind is a much better averaging (and editing)
device then the multiple visualizations and weather models (perhaps because each of the
weather models has di!erent strengths and weaknesses).
Another reason that forecasters rely on their QMM is that is the way that the
information is typically communicated to another forecaster. For example, when discussing the weather, forecasters seem to talk more about the qualitative aspects of the
weather (e.g. &&There's a low in southern California'') than the quantitative aspects of the
weather (e.g. wind speed at 950 mb).
Additionally, the veri"cation stage of weather forecasting is critical. During this stage,
forecasters match up their QMM with another source (a satellite image, another
forecaster, a paper forecast, etc.). They then modify their own QMM based on this
information. More often than not, the weather model data (i.e. COAMPS viewed
through JMV) will be wrong in some way, so the numeric information that is produced
by that weather model will be wrong also. Instead of examining those numbers and then
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adjusting them, we found that the forecasters instead preferred to adjust their QMM
internally and generate their numbers directly from their own mental representation.
4.1. THEORETICAL IMPLICATIONS

4.1.1. Qualitative mental models. How is the forecaster's QMM represented, and what
are its features? We hypothesize that the forecaster's QMM is imagerial (e.g. Kosslyn,
1980, 1994), and other researchers have presented evidence that forecasters' representation of the weather is pictorial (Ho!man, 1991; Pliske et al., in press). We feel that the
QMM is very similar to Tversky and her colleagues' description of a spatial mental
model (Taylor & Tversky, 1992; Tversky, 1991). We believe that the QMM, like a spatial
mental model, is perspective free but allows many di!erent perspectives (e.g. either
large-scale or meso-scale level) and time scales. However, unlike the spatial mental
model, which focuses primarily on relations between landmark objects, a QMM represents di!erent physical properties (like wind speed) and the interaction between them (i.e.
how pressure interacts with wind speed at multiple heights).
The QMM is not infallible nor a perfect image, of course. We expect that the same
types of errors that are made with other visual stimuli (cognitive maps, for example)
would also be made with qualitative mental models. These errors could include alignment problems (e.g. Tversky, 1981), rotation errors (e.g. Chase, 1983), and general metric
errors (Tversky, 1993). How these types of errors manifest themselves in the type of rich
QMM studied here is a topic of future interest and research.
4.1.2. Generalizability of the QMM. This study suggests that a qualitative mental model
is one of the ways that forecasters understand the vast amount of qualitative and
quantitative information available. Is this type of QMM generalizable to other domains?
We believe that there are several characteristics of this type of QMM that should
generalize to other domains. First, many other domains contain too much multivariate
data to comprehend all at once (or even after an extended examination). These domains
include many areas of scienti"c visualization (e.g. astronomy and fMRI visualization,
Trickett et al., 2000a,b) and the scientists working in these domains probably have some
form of QMM.
Also, practitioners in complex domains that emphasize prediction probably use some
form of QMM. For example, a key component in the hazardous materials domain is
prediction. In the HazMat domain, a truck containing toxic chemicals crashes along an
interstate highway (for example) and the spill must be cleaned up in a safe and timely
manner. Experts in this domain need to consider when or if a "re may start, the rate of
spread of the spill, how dangerous the spill and "re may be and other related issues (Iba,
Gervasio, Langley & Sage, 1998; Iba & Gervasio, 1999). Though no empirical studies of
experts in this domain have been performed, it is easy to imagine that experts would
build a QMM from many data sources that would be very similar to the QMM that
weather forecasters use.
Thus, the type of QMM discussed in this paper is probably common in a number of
domains, including a variety of scienti"c visualization domains and domains where
prediction plays a prominent role.
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4.1.3. Integration between diwerent visualizations. Past research has shown that users
integrate elements within a graph. For example, Carpenter and Shah (1998) used an
eye-tracker to examine participants' eye movements as they were comprehending
a graph. They found that participants read and reread the information contained
on the axes and labels of graphs, interspersed with the graph itself (though less time
overall was spent focusing on the graph itself). They showed clearly that participants
integrated information across di!erent features of the same graph. In contrast,
this study showed the importance of integrating between di!erent visualizations.
We found that, particularly when the forecaster was building, verifying and adjusting
his QMM, there was a great deal of integration between di!erent visualizations.
This "nding suggests that in multivariate and multidimensional domains, practitioners
need to look at a very large number of graphs and perhaps integrate information not
only within a speci"c graph as Carpenter and Shah (1998) claim, but also between
di!erent graphs.

4.2. PRACTICAL IMPLICATIONS

There are several practical implications that arise from this work. First, the four stages
that arose from the cognitive task analysis present an orienting framework that could be
used to help meteorological visualizations. Using this approach, each stage could be
examined and improved. For example, the Initialization stage is where the forecasters
initialize their large-scale understanding of the weather. This stage is critical because
forecasters use this information to constrain later stages of the process (i.e. building the
QMM, verifying and adjusting the QMM, etc.). Thus, the visualizations that are
examined during the Initialization stage function as an anchor where later adjustments
can be made while building and verifying and adjusting the QMM (e.g. Slovic, Fischho!
& Lichtenstein, 1980; Tversky & Kahneman, 1974). One way to improve the Initialization stage, then, is to make sure that the original anchor that is used is a very recent
satellite image, rather than an old satellite image or (possibly inaccurate) JMV weather
model visualizations.
Another way to use the stages of the CTA to improve meteorological forecasting
would be to add automation to the type and time that di!erent visualizations are
presented. For example, satellite images could be queued up for the veri"cation and
adjustment stage. Thus, if a forecaster was looking at a speci"c area of interest, an
&&intelligent agent'' could "nd, download and retrieve satellite images to make the
veri"cation and adjustment stage more complete.
It would also be possible to improve the way that di!erent visualizations are integrated. Recall that forecasters spent a great deal of time and e!ort integrating information
between di!erent visualizations. One way to decrease &&cognitive load'' or spatial workload (e.g. spatial transformations, Trafton, in preparation) would be to simplify the
comparison and integration process between di!erent visualizations. Probably, the best
way of simplifying these cognitive operations would be to overlay or combine visualizations that were frequently integrated. For example, creating a single visualization that
combined a JMV visualization and a satellite image would greatly increase the ability of
a forecaster to compare, contrast and integrate information from both visualizations.
This suggestion is currently being implemented in the next version of JMV. Other
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visualizations could be integrated by presenting them side by side or so they are both
visible at once.
In summary, this paper has shown that meterologists build a qualitative mental model
in order to comprehend the vast amount of information available to them. They build
their QMM by integrating information across di!erent visualizations and extracting
information in a goal-directed manner. This QMM is then used to generate quantitative
information.
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